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The remarkable structural properties of the Venus flower basket sponge (E. aspergillum) might seem fathoms removed from human-engineered structures. However, insights into how the organism's ...
Glass sponges reveal important properties for the design of ships, skyscrapers and planes of the future
Eventually, the rise of machines and intelligence will lead to settling the debate of drilling engineer versus machine as the oil and gas industry is ripe for transformation Since there are several ...
At The Edge Of Cloud: What Does The Future Look Like For Drilling Automation?
Fuel Tech, Inc. (NASDAQ: FTEK), a technology company providing advanced engineering solutions for the optimization of combustion systems, emissions control and water treatment in utility and ...
Fuel Tech Schedules Second Quarter 2021 Financial Results and Conference Call
Researchers created a simulation of a deep-sea sponge and how it responds to and influences the flow of water. The work revealed a profound connection between the sponge's structure and function, ...
Glass sponges have properties for the design of ships, planes and skyscrapers
An Upgraded Software Application Can Better Predict Erosion Processes of Earthen Dams. Contact: Maribel Alonso Email: Maribel.Alonso@usda.gov. July 27, 2021. Scientists and engine ...
An Upgraded Software Application Can Better Predict Erosion Processes of Earthen Dams
NASA has signed a contract with Electra.aero to mature enabling aerodynamic "blown lift" technologies for electric ultra-short takeoff and landing (eSTOL) aircraft in advanced air mobility ...
NASA Boosts Electra's Research and Development
A new £1.1m high-performance computer has been officially unveiled at Loughborough University. Named after the English mathematician Ada Lovelace, the mainframe boasts 58 nodes and 2,230 cores – the ...
Loughborough’s New High-Performance Computer Will Transform Research
The touchscreen technology used in billions of smartphones and tablets could also be used as a powerful sensor, without the need for any modifications.
Smartphone screens effective sensors for soil or water contamination
Computer simulations can help us understand interactions in materials for solar energy harvesting, but they can be extremely complex. Researchers at Argonne have simplified these modeling tasks using ...
Machine learning provides a shortcut to simulate interactions in materials for solar energy harvesting
To date, the assessment of hydrological climate change impacts, not least on pluvial flooding, has been severely limited by i) the insufficient spatial resolution of regional climate models (RCMs) as ...
An Analysis of (Sub-)Hourly Rainfall in Convection-Permitting Climate Simulations Over Southern Sweden From a User’s Perspective
The touchscreen technology used in billions of smartphones and tablets could also be used as a powerful sensor, without the need for any modifications.
Smartphone screens effective sensors for soil or water contamination (w/video)
The UTSA College of Engineering and Integrated Design continues to establish itself among the best engineering schools in the country, according to alumni, who say their education has prepared them to ...
UTSA grads prepare to tackle engineering challenges of the future
Hypersonic vehicles, which fly more than five times the speed of sound, are constrained by an important aspect: computational ... engineering applications in the past, like space situational awareness ...
Hypersonic, autonomous flight research bolstered by $1.5 million grant
Estimates of PMP are needed in order to estimate the spillway design flood for dams which must be capable of safely passing the probable maximum flood (PMF). For over forty years the standard ...
New Estimates of 24-Hour Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) for the British Isles ()
A research collaboration that aimed to gain a deeper understanding of the deep sea sponge’s interactions with the water around it, has revealed key findings that could guide the future design of ...
Glass sponges could influence future design of buildings
Satheesh Reddy was felicitated by SRM University Pro Vice-Chancellor D. Narayana Rao and Vice-Chancellor V.S. Rao on Monday. Professor of Physics, SRM University, Ranjit Thapa made a presentation on ...
DRDO chief evinces interest in collaborating with SRM University
The Bertram Research Group in the University of Wisconsin’s Department of Chemistry studies how these compounds cause air quality issues with important health and climate implic ...
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